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Mythos ST-L represents a major redesign of this consummate
Definitive Technology floor standing loudspeaker. Like the
original Mythos ST, Mythos ST-L features a built-in powered
subwoofer in an elegant extruded aluminum enclosure. But any
similarities end there. More than a refinement of the previous
model, The Mythos ST-L is a meticulous rethinking of the original
high performance super tower. Drivers, tweeter, amplifier and
user interface, all have been significantly refined to offer serious
audio listeners elegant appearance, greater convenience and
exhilarating performance.

High Precision Bass Performance
The built-in subwoofers are an all-new racetrack design, with
four times the amplifier power. A Class HD module incorporates
a 56-bit micro-processor preamp stage with DSP; this is the same
module used in our SuperCube 4000 freestanding subwoofer.

A Remote Control for Greater Control
Mythos ST-L gives the listener more control to achieve sonic
perfection. Bass volume level can be changed “on the fly” to
adjust for differences in program material, room acoustics and
personal taste. LEDs on the logo plate give visual feedback on
bass level settings. In addition, each speaker’s bass level can
be fine-tuned even more to account for bass volume variations
due to the speaker’s position within the room. Mythos ST-L also
offers “Stereo Bass” volume control to adjust both speakers
simultaneously and a “Low Level” control that engages preset
EQ to optimize the sound for low level listening.

Eleagant. Refined. Exhilarating.
The extruded enclosure is anodized brushed aluminum (available
in Black and Graphite Silver finishes). The base is milled cast
aluminum for low center-of-gravity stability and a rich elegant
look. Four knurled and threaded shafts at the corners of the base
allow the user to easily level and stabilize the speaker on uneven
floors. Either carpet spikes or floor glides can be fitted into the
leveling shafts.

Audio

Connections

• T wo 5-1/4" (13.3cm) high-definition
cast-aluminum basket polymer
midrange drivers. One 1" (25mm)
Magnesium/Aluminum alloy dome
tweeter. One 6" x 10" (15cm x 25cm)
long-throw racetrack active subwoofer
driver coupled to two 6" x 10" (15cm
x 25cm) long-throw racetrack radiators.

Definitive Technology

Demensions/Usage

• Recommended

Associated Amplifier:
20 – 350 Watts/channel
• Built-In Subwoofer Power Amplifier:
1200-Watt Class HD amplifier with
56-bit microprocessor Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) preamplifier
• Inputs: Bi-wire 5-way bind posts,
LFE law level
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• 53"

H x 6.75" W x 9.5" D
(base 15.625" D)
134.62 cm H x 17.15 cm W x
24.13 cm D
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